The conjugate and cut loci of fixed point sets of involutions which fix the origin of a compact symmetric space are studied. The first conjugate locus is described in terms of roots and weights of certain representations. When the first conjugate locus and the cut locus agree, we study Morse functions which give a simple decomposition of the symmetric space. We describe for some examples the topological implications of our results.
Introduction
This paper will be concerned with the study of conjugate and cut loci of fixed point sets of involutions which fix the origin of a compact symmetric space. We will first describe the conjugate loci of these submanifolds and then give a description of their first conjugate loci in terms of roots, and weights of certain representations. We will show that in some cases the first conjugate locus and the cut locus agree. This being the case, we obtain a Morse function which gives a particularly simple decomposition of the symmetric space. We note that by taking our involution to be the symmetry at the origin we can obtain results on the conjugate locus of a point, a subject which has been studied in detail by Wong [W, 1] , Sakai [ S, 1] , Takeuchi [T, 1] , 1] and Crittenden [Cr, 1 ] among others. We outline by use of some examples how such a decomposition can be used to calculate homology. The results obtained here comprise part of the author's Ph.D. thesis and he would like to thank Professor T. Nagano for his encouragement and expert guidance. The author would also like to thank the referee for the many helpful suggestions.
Preliminaries
Definition. A Riemannian manifold M is called a symmetric space, if for each point q of M, there exists an involutive isometry sq of M such that q is an isolated fixed point of sq . We call sq the symmetry at q. If C? is the closure in the compact open topology of the group of symmetries generated by {sq\q £ M}, then it is known that G is transitive on M, (provided M is connected) and hence the isotropy subgroup F, say at 0, is compact and M = G/K. We will assume throughout that G is semisimple and that M (and therefore G) is compact. We will denote the Lie algebra of G by g and the involution ad(s0)(g) = s0gs0 by ad(s0). We will use the same notation for the induced involution on g. Since G is semisimple, the Killing form Fg is a negative definite bilinear form on g invariant under ad G.
The Cartan decomposition of g with respect to ad(so) is given by g = k+m where k and m denote the eigenspaces of plus and minus one respectively. Since k is the Lie algebra of F, we identify m with the tangent space to M at 0. The following inclusions are well known.
[m,m]ck, [k,m] cm, [k,k] ck.
We will denote by ( , ) the unique Riemannian metric on M, which is invariant under G and coincides on the tangent space T0M to M at 0 with -Fg.
Recall that on a symmetric space M the exponential map Exp: TqM -> M is given by Exp X = (expX)(0), where exp is the exponential map of G, sometimes just written as ex , for lern. We will denote by h a maximal abelian subalgebra of m and by A its image under Exp: T0M -> M, that is A is a maximal torus through 0 in M. The dimension of such a torus is then by definition the rank of M denoted by r(M). Using the fact that {ad(F02|Fi £ h} is a commutative system of semisimple operators stabilizing m and k we get the following well-known result (see [HI, Chapter 7] ). Definition. The linear forms a : h -► R are called the roots of M with respect to h and p(a) = dimmQ = dimka is called the multiplicity of a . We can order the roots in a standard manner and this enables us to define positive roots and simple roots. We will denote the simple roots by ax, ... , ar where r -r(M) and we will use the symbol I to denote the set of simple roots.
Definition. A Weyl chamber is a connected component of h -[Jkera where the union taken is over all roots of M.
The normalizer and centralizer of h in F will be denoted as follows. A(h, F) = {k £ F|ad(Â:)h = h}, C(h, F) = {k e K\ad(k)¡h = 1"}. The Weyl group will be denoted by W and is defined to be the quotient A(h, F)/C(h, K).
The following facts can be found in [HI, Chapter 7] .
The diagram 3¡ is defined to be the following union of hyperplanes 2¡ = \Ja~x(nZ) where the union is taken over all a. A connected component of b-2f is called a fundamental cell of h. The closure of the unique fundamental cell containing 0 and contained in the closed positive Weyl chamber will be called the fundamental Weyl simplex and will be denoted by S, and S therefore has the following description when M is irreducible. In this section we will give a description of the conjugate locus of certain totally geodesic submanifolds of M. We begin by making the necessary definitions and recalling some basic facts. A vector field V along a geodesic y is called a Jacobi field along y , if it is the variation vector field of a variation of y through geodesies. This is equivalent to V satisfying the Jacobi equation Vy'Vy'V 4 R(V, y')y' = 0 where V7< denote covariant differentiation in the direction of y. We say that y(sc) is conjugate to 0 = y(0) if there exists a nontrivial Jacobi field V along y vanishing at 0 and at y(sc), and we say that the tangent vector scy'(0) at 0 is a tangent conjugate point of 0. We will assume throughout that geodesies are parametrized by arclength. The set of all tangent conjugate points of 0 is called the tangent conjugate locus of 0 and its image under the exponential map Exp: TqM -> M is called the conjugate locus of 0 in M, denoted by JL({0}, M). If Sf is the first parameter value for which y(s) is conjugate to 0 along y , then we say that y(s/) is a first conjugate point of 0 along y and that S/y'(0) is a first tangent conjugate point of 0 along y. The set of all first tangent conjugate points of 0 is called the first tangent conjugate locus of 0 and it's image under the exponential map Exp: TqM -> M is called the first conjugate locus of 0 in M, denoted by FL({0}, M). Let y be a geodesic normal to an embedded submanifold A of M, then following Ambrose [A, 1], we generalize the notion of a conjugate point of 0 along y to that of a conjugate point of A along y . In order to do so we consider variation vector fields of variations of y through geodesies initially normal to A. This is equivalent to saying that the variation vector field V is initially tangent to A and satisfies the initial condition that Vy*V(y(0)) -SV(o)F(y(0)) is normal to A, where S is the second fundamental form of A. From now on we will usually denote the covariant derivative of V in the direction of y by V .
Definition. We say that x = y(sc) is a conjugate point of A along y: (R, 0) -► (M, N) if there exists a nontrivial Jacobi field V along y, satisfying the above initial conditions and vanishing at x . The conjugate locus of A in M will be denoted by JL(N, M), and is defined as follows, JL(N, M) = {x £ M\x is conjugate to A along some geodesic y normal to A}.
We say that x -y(s/) is a first conjugate point of A along y if there exists a nontrivial Jacobi field satisfying the above initial conditions vanishing at x , but no such Jacobi field along y vanishes at y (s) for í e (0, sf). The first conjugate locus of A in M will be denoted by FL(N, M) and is defined as follows, FL(N, M) -{x £ M\x is a first conjugate point of A along some geodesic}.
Let t be an involutive isometry of M such that t(0) = 0, and let M' be the component of the fixed point set of / through 0, that is M' = F(t, M)(0), then by a well-known theorem of Kobayashi [K, 1] , M' is a totally geodesic submanifold of M and is therefore a symmetric space. Let G' be the identity component of the fixed point set of ad(i) in G, that is G' = F(ad(i), C7)(i), then F(ad(f), G) contains all the symmetries sx for x e M', since if x in M', we have that sx(x) = x and t(x) = x, also on TXM dsx = -1 therefore dsx o dt = dt o dsx which implies that d(sx o t) = d(t o sx). We now have that sx o t and t o sx are isometries fixing x which agree on TxM so sx o t -t o sx on M (since M is connected). We have therefore since G' is closed, that G' is transitive on M' and hence Ml = G'/K' where K' is the typical isotropy subgroup at 0 say. If g = k 4 m is the Cartan decomposition with respect to ad(so), then since ad(so) and ad(i) commute by above and we see that ad(s0)°ad(i)(*) = ad(t)oad(s0)(X) = ±ad(t)(X). Thus ad(i) stabilizes the plus and minus one eigenspaces k and m of ad(so). We can therefore decompose m and k into their eigenspaces with respect to the involution ad(t), so that we have m = m' 4 m-' and k = k' 4 k_i (the sign convention being the obvious one). Letting g' denote the Lie algebra of G', we have that g' = k' 4 m' and we can identify m' with the tangent space ToM' to Ml at 0. We can also identify m_( with the tangent space T0M~' to M~' at 0, where M~' = F(so°t, M)(0), also a symmetric space. Before proceeding we recall a few more facts. For X e g we may consider I asa vector field on M, which we will also denote by X. It's value X(p) at p £ M is the initial tangent to the curve (exptX)(p). Since G acts on M as a group of isometries, it therefore carries geodesies to geodesies and hence X restricted to a geodesic is a Jacobi field along that geodesic.
Given a compact Lie transformation group L acting on a manifold M, on which we have an L invariant metric, the orbit of L through x will be denoted by L(x). The orbit L(x) is a compact submanifold homeomorphic with L/Lx where Lx is the isotropy subgroup at x.
Definition. An orbit whose dimension is less than that of a maximal dimensional orbit will be called a singular orbit. Theorem 1.2. The conjugate locus of M' in M is the union of the singular G' orbits, that is JL(M', M) = {x £ M\G'(x) is singular} . Proof. Suppose x € JL(M', M), we may assume that x lies in a maximal torus in M~l and that x is a conjugate point of M' along a geodesic y = y h', s -y Exp s H issuing from 0 with H e h_í. We wish to consider Jacobi fields V along y for which V(y(0)) e T0M< and V'(y(0)) -SrV(y(0)) is normal to M' and therefore is contained in ToM~'. Since M' is totally geodesic, the second fundamental form of M' is zero and hence the second initial condition reduces to the condition V'(y(0)) e T0M~'. The set of such Jacobi fields which vanish for some parameter value sc > 0 will be denoted by fy, that is f1 is the set of all Jacobi fields satisfying the following conditions.
and V(sc) = 0.
We will show that all Jacobi fields in /y are the restrictions to y of vector fields in g'. We define Vq: R -> TqM by Vo(s) = the parallel transport to 0 along y of V(y(s)). Since the curvature tensor is parallel we may identify V with VQ and consider the Jacobi equation as an equation in TqM . Since R(Xa, H)H = a(H)2Xa at 0, we see that an element V of fy can be considered as a solution of the system of equations, Vf since they have the same initial conditions. We have shown therefore that every element of ß'1 comes from g', and thus if x is a conjugate point of M' the dimension of the Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup at x is greater than dim(fc¿4-m0). From the formula dimG'(x) = dim G'-dim L(G'X) where L(GX) denotes the Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup at x, and the fact that an orbit of maximal dimension has dimension given by dim G'(x) = dim G' -dim(kQ 4 m0), we see that G'(x) is singular. Conversely if G'(x) is singular then dimC(x) < dimGr-dim(k04m0) and therefore for some a # 0, a £ Rt U F_, there is a Ya e m'a 4 k'a such that Ya(x) = 0 and Ya =£ 0. Since there is a dense set of directions in h-' from 0 to x, there exists some H e h-' such that a(H) ^ 0, Exp H = x, Ya\y is not identically zero along y -Exp tH, and Fa(x) = 0. This shows that x is conjugate to M' along a geodesic y and thus is contained in the conjugate dimF
where H e h, eH(0) = x, and a £ R(M). Proof. Y(eH(0)) = 0 if and only if eH(e~HYeH)(0) = 0. Since eH is a diffeomorphism, this is equivalent to the saying that e~HYeH(0) = 0, that is ad(e~H)Y e k. Now writing Y = Y0 + ¿ZYa where Y0 e k0, Ya e kf(, and a £ R(M), we see by Theorem A that Y vanishes at x if and only if ad(e~H)Y = ¿flcosa(H)Ya-sina(H)Xa is a member of k, that is a(H) e nZ for Xa, Ya £ 0. □ Recalling the definition of the fundamental Weyl simplex S for an irreducible M, we see that its boundary bd(iS) is contained in the union of the hyperplanes a~'(0), a e I, and (o.)~x(n). Writing S as a disjoint union S = |J¡e/ S' of it's open cells S', we see that vectors in the top dimensional cell do not sit on any of the above hyperplanes, vectors in a given r -1 dimensional cell sit on one hyperplane, vectors in a given r -2 dimensional cell sit on the same two hyperplanes and so forth. Since M = K Exp S and since the dimension of an orbit F(x) depends only on the hyperplanes on which H sits, where ExpFf = x (by Proposition 1.5), we see that the dimensions of the orbits K(x) are the same for all x e M' = F Exp S' and are therefore all locally diffeomorphic. Recall the following known result see [BR, 1] . Proposition 1.6. Let K be a compact Lie transformation group acting on a manifold M, then for all x e M there exists a K invariant neighbourhood U of K(x) such that U is a disc bundle over K(x), and U is associated to the principal bundle Kx -> F -> K(x).
Note from Corollary 1.4 and Proposition 1.5 we have that JL({0}, M) = FExpbd(S) where bd(S) is the boundary of the simplex S.
Using Proposition 1.6 and the discussion prior to it, we get the following sketch proof of a result due to Takeuchi We now apply Theorem 1.2 to obtain descriptions of the conjugate loci of two very important classes of totally geodesic submanifolds. We will first give some basic facts about these submanifolds, for an indepth study and classification see [N-C, 1]. For each smoothly closed geodesic c through 0, we consider the antipodal point p of 0 on c. Denote by M+(p) the orbit F(1)(p), then M+(p) = F(so, M)(p) is a symmetric space. Note that sq fixes the point p and therefore So ° sp = sp o sq , so that ad(sp ) stabilizes k and m giving us a Cartan decomposition g = (k+ 4 m+) 4 (k~ 4 m~) at p. M+(p) -K/K+ and the tangent space to M+(p) at p can be identified with k~ , that is TpM+(p) = {Y(p)\Y £ k~}. The normal space to TpM+(p) is the tangent space to another connected totally geodesic submanifold denoted by M~(p). M~(p) = F(sp o i'0, M)(p) = F(sp o so, M)(0). T0M~(p) can be identified with m~ and similarly at p. M~(p) = G~/Kp where G~ is the connected subgroup of G given by the Lie subalgebra k+ 4 m~ and Kp is the isotropy subgroup of p in G~ . One very useful property of M~(p) is that it has the same rank as M. Applying Theorem 1.2 using p as origin instead of 0, t = so , G' = F(ad(s0), G)ix) =F(1) and t = sp os0, Gt = F(ad(s0 °sp), G)(X) = G~ we get the following propositions. In this section we will consider the first conjugate locus of a polar set M+(p), where M is assumed to be irreducible.
Lemma 2.1. Let H¡ £ h be defined by ak(Hf) = nôik for all ak e X, and let a. = r«,a, be the expression of the highest root of M in terms of the simple roots, then every polar set M+(p) can be described in one of the following ways:
1. M+(p) = KExp l/2Hi with n¡ = 1 or 2 and p = Exp 1/2//,. 2. M+(p) = F Exp l/2(Ht+Hs) with nt = ns = 1 and p = Exp l/2(H,+Hs).
Proof. Since M = K Exp S, a given M+(p) can be described as the F orbit of the image of a vector H in 5 under the exponential map Exp : To M -» M. By definition of the polar sets, this point p must be antipodal to 0 on a circle (that is a smoothly closed geodesic) c. We therefore have that Exp(2H) £ K. This implies that ad(exp 2H)k -k and ad(exp 2H)m = m, which since ad(exp2H)Xa = cosa(2H)Xa-sina(2H)Ya for Xa £ ma implies that a(2H) £ nZ for all a £ R(M). Since H £ S we need only consider two cases.
Case I. 0 < a(H) < n, this means that 0 < a(2H) < 2n and therefore a(2H) = 71 and a(H) -n/2. From this it follows that the only possible choices for H are those vectors 1/2//, such that ak(H¡) = nôik and n¡■ = 1. Recall now the definition of the bottom space of M denoted by M*. The adjoint group of G is defined by adC7 = G/C where C is the centralizer of Gti), M* is then defined to be ad<J/F(ad(s0), adG) = adG/K*. M* is characterized by the property that every space locally isometric to M is a covering Riemannian manifold of M *. In particular there is a locally isometric projection n: M -y M*. We have also that F* is its own normalizer in ad G, and therefore the following three conditions are equivalent on M *.
(1) ad(è)m = m,(2) ad(6)k = k,(3) b e K*.
In particular if ad(exp2//)k = k on M* then (expH)(0) is antipodal to 0. Therefore, we have that the converse of the last result is true on M*, and we have the following proposition. Recall when we take t = s0 and origin at p, M' = M+(p) and M~' = M~~(p) and we denote F±, by R± . The fact that M~(p) has the same rank as M means we may assume that the maximal torus of M is contained in M~(p), and therefore the decompositions of Lemma 1.1 imply that m" = h 4 Y m« ' m+ = £ m« a€R-a€R+ where F+ and F_ are subsets of the roots of M and R(M) = R+ u F_ . As yet it is not clear that F+ n F_ = 0 , as part of a root space may lie in m+ and the rest of it in m~ . We now show that this cannot occur.
Proposition 2.3. a e R+ if and only if a(Ho) £ n/2(Z -2Z) and a e F_ if and only if a(H0) e nZ, where M+(p) = k Exp Ho and Ho £ S. Proof. k+ = k0 4 EaeR-k« and M+(P) = K/K+ so r« € k+ if and only if
Ya(p) = 0 where p = Exp Ho, that is Ya((exp Hq)(0)) = 0. This is equivalent to the condition that expF/o(exp-//oyaexpF/o)(0) = 0, which since exp//0 is a diffeomorphism is equivalent to the condition that (exp -HoYa exp Ho)(0) = 0, that is ad(exp-Ho)Ya e k. By Theorem A we have the following equation, ad(exp-Ho)Ya = cosa(H0)Ya -sina(H0)Xa and therefore the condition that a £ F_ reduces to the condition that a(Ho) £ nZ. Since exp-F/0 carries M+(p) to F(sp, M)(0) and since the tangent space to M+(p) is given by {Ya\Ya £k~ , a £ R+} , and the tangent space to F(sp , M)(0) is given by m+ , we see that a e F+ if and only if ad(exp-H0)Ya £ m+ . Again by Theorem A we have that ad(exp -Ho)Ya = cosa(H0)Ya -sina(H0)Xa and therefore the condition that a £ R+ is equivalent to the condition that a(Ho) £ n/2(Z-2Z). From these two conditions it is now apparent that F+ n F_ = 0 .
We now give a description of the first conjugate locus of an M+(p) on the bottom space in the case where the linear isotropy representation of G~ is absolutely irreducible on the tangent space of G/G~ . A description can be given in the other cases using the same type of analysis but it needs a case by case argument. We will also assume for simplicity that the root system of M is not Ar or that of F6 and therefore the M+(p) comes from a 1/2//, with n,; = 1 or 2. For all a such that a(H0) £ n/2(Z -2Z), a(Hs) < n/2 if 5 e (0, sf) and for all a such that a(H0) £ nZ, a(Hs) < n if s e (0, Sf), and either there exists an a with q(F/0) e n/2(Z -2Z) such that a(Hsf) = n/2, or there exists an a with a(Ho) £ nZ such that a(Hsf) = n. Restricting our attention to a positive Weyl chamber Cp we have that a(HSf) < ß(HSf) if a < ß, a and ß positive. We now consider the three possible descriptions for M+(p).
Case I. Ho = 1/2//, with «, = 1 and M+(p) = F Exp 1/2//,.
In this case 5(1/2//,-) = X]/i,a,(l/2//,) = 7i/2 and therefore 5 e F+ and 5(//5) > a(F/s) for all a £ R(M) and for all s £ (0, sf). If a(Hs) < n/2, then a(Hs) < a(Hs) < n/2 < n and therefore the first tangent conjugate locus of M+(p) in Cp is given by (a)-x(n/2)nCp .
Case II. H0 = 1/2//, with «, = 2.
In this case 5 e F_ since if //0 = 1/2//, with «, = 2, 5(1/2//,) = Yin¡ai(l/2Hi) = n. We now show that if /? is the highest root in F+ , then 2ß > 5 and therefore if a(Hsf) = n, we have that ß(Hsf) > n/2 so that the first tangent conjugate locus of M+(p) in Cp is given by (ß)~x(n/2)nCp . In order to show that 2ß > 5 we consider the cases where Af is of classical type and exceptional type separately. We assume first that M is classical and R(M) ^ Dr, then (a,, a,-+i) < 0 and therefore a, 4 ai+x £ R(M), (q,_! , a, 4 a,+1) = (q,_i , a,) 4 0 < 0 and therefore a,_i 4 a, 4-a,+1 e F(M).
Continuing inductively we get that ax 4 ■ • ■ 4 ar £ R(M). If R(M) = Dr we apply the above argument to get that ax -\-h ar_i e R(M), then (ax H-h ar-2 4-Qr-i, af) = (a.r-2, af) <0 and we again see that ax -I-h ar e F(Af). Applying Corollary 2.3 we see that ax -\-h ar e F+ , and since in the expression 5 = J2 n,ai all «, < 2 when A/ is of classical type, but not of type BC, we have that 2ß > 5 as linear forms on Cp . We next note that the roots in F+ are the restrictions to h of the weights of the linear isotropy representation of G~ on the tangent space m++k~ to the symmetric space G/G~ , and therefore ß is the dominant weight of this representation. Therefore in the case where M is of exceptional type or BC, we merely read the G~ off the list of Nagano Proof. We apply Theorem 1.2 with t = So and M' = {0} and therefore by Corollary 1.3 fy = {(ZYa)\y: Ya e ka, a £ R(M) and a(Hsc) £ nZ-0} describes all Jacobi fields along y = y/y which vanish at 0 and for some parameter value sc > 0, the result now follows. D
3
In this section we will discuss the first conjugate locus of an arbitrary M~(p), and the applications of our theory to computing homology. In our discussion of FL(M~(p), M) we will denote by M+ the copy of M+(p) at 0, that is M+ = F(sp, M)(0). Recall \ha\M~(p) = M~ = C7-(0) = G~(p) where p is the antipodal point on the circle defining the pair (M+(p), M~(p)). We denote by g+ the Lie subalgebra k+ 4 m+, and by G+ the corresponding connected Lie subgroup of G. Since m+ = k~ we have that k = k+ 4 m+ , and m+ 4 m~ = m = k~ 4 m~ . Since [k+ 4 m+ , k~ 4 m~] c k~ 4 m~ we see that the adjoint representation of k+ 4 m+ on k~ 4 m~ is isomorphic to the linear isotropy representation of K = G+ on the tangent space to Af at 0. Choosing a maximal abelian subalgebra h+ in m+ the decompositions of Lemma 1.1 at 0 with respect to t = ad(sp) ad(so) are: m+ = h+ + £m«> m~ = mo~ + £mi where F = R(M+) are the roots of the symmetric space M+ and A is the set of the weights of the adjoint representation of g+ on m" 4 k~ restricted to h+. By the above discussion these weights are the same as those of the linear isotropy representation of F on TqM since the representations are isomorphic, we note that the dominant weights of these representations have been calculated by Carian [C, 1]. Again we restrict our attention to the case where this representation is absolutely irreducible.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be the dominant weight in A, and let 5 be the highest root of M+, then 2À > 5.
Proof. Consider the following composition of maps, where the first map is the bracket product and the second is just the obvious projection.
m"|k"®m" + k"-tk+ + m+-'m+.
Since m+ is a direct sum of nonzero root spaces with respect to a maximal abelian subalgebra h~ of m~ the first map has in its image vectors with arbitrary m+ component, and therefore the composite is surjective. Taking the root space decomposition of m+ with respect to h+, and the weight space decomposition of m~ 4 k~ described above, representation theory then tells us that every root is a sum of two weights. However each weight X e A is of the form \? describes all Jacobi fields along y satisfying the necessary initial conditions for M~(p) and vanishing for some parameter value sc > 0. Thus y(Sf) being a first conjugate point of M~(p) along y is equivalent to one of the following conditions being satisfied.
For all X € A we have X(Hs) < n/2 for 5 e (0,5/), and for all a e Ra(Hs) < n for 5 e (0, Sf), and either there exists a X £ A with X(Hsf) = n/2 or there exists an a £ R with a(Hsf) = n. Since H e C we may use the previous lemma to conclude that the first conjugate point comes from the Jacobi fields X-x and therefore the first tangent conjugate locus of M~(p) in M intersected with the positive Weyl chamber is given by (X)~x(n/2) flC. D Corollary 3.3. // M+(p) has rank one then FL(M~(p), M) is a submanifold.
Proof. Consider the hyperplane (X)~x(n/2) = {H £ h+\X(H) = n/2}, since h+ is one dimensional = R//o where F/0 may be taken such that X(Hq) = 1. Therefore H lies on the above hyperplane if and only if H = n/2Ho, and Theorem 3.2 tells us that FL(M~(p), M) = G~(xo) where Xo = Expn/2H0 and is a submanifold. D Definition. Let A be a closed connected submanifold of a complete connected Riemannian manifold M. Then x £ M is said to be a cut point of A along y if y(0) = x , y(ii) e A, tx > 0 and the following two conditions hold.
(1) For all t £ (0, tx], y restricted to [t, tx] is a shortest geodesic from y(t)
to A, and Since M+ has rank one A+ is just a circle which we will denote by y. Suppose yx is a shortest geodesic from xo to M~(p), and therefore yi is normal to M~(p) = C7_(0) at y say. Applying an element b £ G~ such that b(y) = 0 to yx gives us a geodesic at 0 which is again normal to M~(p) and is therefore contained in M+. We can therefore apply an element / e F(+( c G~ to byx so that lbyx C y. Since lb(x0) is in the same G~ orbit as Xo Proposition 1.10 tells us it is a conjugate point of M~(p). However since xo is the first conjugate point of M~(p) along y we have that lb(xo) = xo and hence the first conjugate locus of M~(p) is contained in the cut locus of M~(p) because yx was a shortest geodesic to M~(p). Suppose now that q is a cut point of M~(p) along some geodesic, then we again bring it into the maximal torus y. Now from the above argument the point that q goes to in yc does not come before xo, and therefore it must actually be xo so the corollary is proved.
We now illustrate the preceding theory using the example of C/(2) = (/^(R5) the Grassmann manifold of oriented 2 planes in R5. We will use the theory of Morse as applied by Bott [B, 1] to compute the homology of this space. The same analysis can be applied to other spaces with a rank one M+(p). These include most classical spaces and exceptional spaces such as F4 , FI, and EIV . Also some exceptional spaces have other fixed point sets of involutions which have normal spaces of rank one to which we can apply the same theory. Example 1. M = G%(R5). The pairs (M+(p), M~(p)) have been calculated for all symmetric spaces by 1] , and we will use their descriptions. We will use M~(p) = G®(ex A e2 A ei A ef) = S2 x S2 where the e¡ 's are the standard basis for R5 G = 50(5), F = 50(2) x 50(3). We take 0 = ex A e2 as our origin and p = ei A e¡,. A direct computation then gives the descriptions M+(p) = G*J(e3 Ae4A e5) = S2, G~ = 50(4) x 50(1).
We will use y(t) = ei A (coste^ 4 sinie^) as our torus at p = y(0). For b £ G'by(t) = bei A (cos the* + sintbes) and therefore by(t) = y(t) if and only if bei A cos tbe^ -ei A cos te4 = -be^ A sin tes + ei A sin te5. Since the right-hand side of this equation contains an e5 term but the left-hand side does not we see that these two 2 planes are orthogonal and therefore equality holds if and only if both are zero. This is equivalent to the following conditions being satisfied: cos tb(ei A ef) = cos tei A e4 , and sin t(bei A ef) = sin t(ei A ef). We may assume that sin/ ^ 0 since in that case y(t) £ M~(p). Now by(t) -y(t) implies that bei -ei and cos tei A be4 = cos t(e-¡ A ef) and therefore we get a larger isotropy subgroup giving us a singular G~ orbit if and only if cos/ = 0 (excluding M~(p) of course). By Theorem 1.2 and the fact that there is only one singular G~ orbit apart from M~(p) itself, we have that this singular orbit is the first conjugate locus of M~~(p) and therefore by Proposition 3.4 it is also the cut locus of M~(p). Now if cos t = 0 then b £ SO(ex Ae2 Ae\t) S 50(3) and G~(y(t)) = 50(4)/50(3) £ 53. We therefore have that CL(M~(p), M) = 53. Note that it is a manifold. We can now use (essentially) the square of the distance from M~(p) as a Morse function on M whose critical submanifolds are just M~(p) and the cut locus 53. Since the null space of the hessian at critical points on 53 and M~(p) are just the tangent spaces at these points to the appropriate submanifold, we have that the critical submanifolds are nondegenerate. We now have from the work of Bott [B, 1] that M = M~(p) U £3(53) where £3(53) is a plane bundle over 53. We now compute how to attach this cell to M~(p). To do so we consider the flow lines of the gradient of our Morse function that is the geodesies normal to M~(p). Take a cellular decomposition of 53 = e° U e3 where e° = ex A e5, the appropriate torus passing through e° is given by ex A (coste2 4 sinies), and it intersects M~(p) when sin? = 0. Applying the isotropy subgroup of ex A es to ex A (cos Oei + sin Oe^) we see that the intersection of the flow lines into ex A es with M~(p), that is bd(e3), is given by {exAbe2\b e 50(l)x50(3)x50(l)} S G0fe2AeiAe4) ^ S2. Note if be2 = -e2 we are at the point ex A -e2 which is the other M+ of M, called the pole of C/(2). This point is antipodal to 0 on the product of Helgason spheres which give M~(p) (M~(p) = S2 x 52), and therefore bd(e3) = 52 sits diagonally in the product of Helgason spheres. This means that e3 bounds one of these spheres but not both as they are independent. The cell e3 x e3 is trivially a cycle since its boundary has dimension five and M~(p) has dimension four. These observations now give the following description of the homology of CI(2). CL(Spin(9), F4) = (Spin(9) x Spin(9))/Spin(8).
Since Spin(9) is an M~ of F4 with corresponding M+ = FII which is a space of rank one we have by Proposition 3.4 that the cut locus is the same as the first conjugate locus and is therefore a G~ orbit of a point xo in the maximal torus of the copy of M+ at the identity element of the group F4. The G~ in this case is Spin(9) x Spin(9) and its elements (b, c) act on a point x £ F4 via x -» bxcx.
Let xo = y (to) be a point in the maximal torus of the above FII and let y(t) be a minimizing geodesic from xo to Spin(9) which intersects Spin(9) at the identity element at time í = 0. We can always find such an Xo since Spin(9) is the G~ orbit of the identity element and any minimizing geodesic to Spin(9) will be normal to Spin(9), hence will still be normal when brought to the identity by an element of G~ . Since the FII is totally geodesic this geodesic will lie in the FII and will therefore intersect its maximal torus at some point xo. We now note that if there exists an element (b, c) £ G~ such that ¿>xoc-1 = xo with b =¡¿ c then xo £ CL(Spin(9), F4), as the element (b, c) will move y(0) which is the identity, but will fix xo, giving us at least two minimizing geodesies to Spin(9) from xo. We have therefore that the cut locus is the G~ orbit of such an Xo . We will now determine such Xo's. Let oj¡ be the involution defining the space FII. Then Spin(9) = F(ou, F4) and FII containing the identity element is given by FII = F(a¡¡ o sx, F4). We see therefore that .Yo e FII if and only if ctji(xo) = xfx, so that bxoC~x = Xo if and only if bxoc~x = x^"1 . If y = bxob~x then we see that if Xo € FII is such that bxoc~x = Xo then Xq = bxoc~xxo = bxob~xbc~xxo -ybc~xxo = ybxfxb~xxo = y2. We have therefore that Xq = y(2to) = by(2to)b~x = y2. Since x ^ y this can only happen if x2 sits on the M+ of the space FII which by the list of Nagano and Chen [N-C, 1 ] is an 58 with corresponding M~ which is also an 58. We have therefore that Xo and y sit on the equator 57 of the latter 58. Conversely if y and Xo sit on this 57 there exists b £ Spin(8) such that y = bxob~x . Since cr//(y~'xo) = yxfx and since y2 = Xq we have that o¡i(y~lxo) = y~lXo and therefore y~'xo is an element of Spin(9). Thus we have the existence of a unique element c £ Spin(9) such that y_1xo = be, that is Xo = y be -bxob~xbc = bxoc with b ^ c. We now have that the isotropy subgroup of such Xo's is Spin(8) thus giving the desired result.
As in the previous example we get a Morse function with only two critical submanifolds corresponding to the max and min. The actual attaching maps are more difficult to compute but the following inequalities for any coefficient field F are immediate from the Morse-Bott inequalities.
Proposition 3.5.
bi(F4 ; F) < 6/(Spin(9) ; F) 4 ¿>,_8(Spin(9) x Spin(9)/Spin(8), F). 
